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One Step Back, Two Steps Forward:
Reconciling Tradition and Modernity
Aniqa Imran
The art of miniature has a rich history, a form many
contemporary artists choose to pursue and work with.
An art that requires both a steady hand and a serene mind. Miniature can be meditative, each stroke
a painstaking effort, the controlled flow of color on
smooth paper. Ahmed Javed a young graduate from
the National College of Arts Lahore has also adopted
this style to document what he terms ‘life in presence’.
During the popular Mughal Miniature era were folios
recording court life, royal portraits, exotic flora and
fauna, hunting and garden scenes. Javed too derives
focus by imitating the nuances of the old masters.
However over the years, artists have taken a break
from the traditional methods, miniature is no longer
regulated to size, it is a conceptually driven force embarking on large installations, videos and with many
new visitations to the medium. Javed however treads
a traditional route. It is important to understand that
the term traditional refers to those societies or the
elements of societies that are small-scale, which are
derived from indigenous and often ancient cultural
practices. Whereas modern or contemporary refers
to those practices that relate to the industrial mode of
production or the development of large-scale often colonial societies.
From the chaos of a bustling studio to the slaughter on
Eid Ul Azha, Javed invites the viewer to engage with the
photographic moments that he has acquired. Using a
harmonic combination of skill and perception Javed
brings forth the mundane wrapped in the calming security of familiarity. There are no surprises, no jarring
elements; Javed has cleverly employed minimalistic
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tendencies from which emerges imagery rooted deep
in tradition. As an artist Javed’s aim was to maintain
the ‘truth’ in his visual narration rather than form an
opinion in order to produce a manufactured conclusion. His works are all untitled bearing no introduction. He approaches his subjects in an almost anthropological nature, identifying the social parameters he
revolves in. The past and the present intertwine, creating an organic ebb and flow as he uses distinct characteristics that help identify human perceptions.
In a thriving metropolis, the essence of simplicity is
lost-we yearn for the complexity of the new and unseen. Javed revives our sense of belonging, recapturing
it through his exploration of tradition and modernity.
In one of his works, the grand mosque is reduced to
miniscule scale, the monument that instills a sense of
an awe in visitors is shown overpowered by the sheer
scale of its inhabitants, from the guard who paces the
entrance marked by a garish blockade to the youth
that performs abolution in its courtyard. There is
something remarkably hopeful and soothing about
the imagery. It portrays the resilience of the faithful,
undeterred by the fear of worshipping in large gatherings in times marred by terrorism.
A studio space pays ode to the ustaad shagird relationship in this day and age. Many view this as a dying
relationship. Miniature that was once a process of self
evolution is now squeezed into four years of quick
study. While institutions aim at mass producing students, there are albeit a lucky few who experience the
process in its traditional entirety. In Javed’s imagery
the space exudes the convolution of modern times
and conventions.
An artist’s sphere should encompass a wide enough
field so he remains attune to his surroundings. In order for Javed’s work to indicate progression, he confidently takes on tradition head on by replicating a
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gruesome scene in the manner of Mughal miniature.
A lion is tamed by men, stripped off expression, simply lays upon a stiff figure symbolizing a moment of
beastly dominance. There are various components to
the imagery, each supporting the other. The art of storytelling is revived via the practice of examining imagery closely, for hidden patterns, for disguised messages, for textures and so on, all revealing more and
more layers of artistic value. Art is the culture referring
to a system of learned and shared meanings. People
learn and share things over the course of generations
and deploy them in their adopted variations of aesthetics. A homage to the roots that bind them.
Javed shifts his study to the religious sacrificial
celebrations. A camel lays slaughtered in a drive
way. Its face almost comical. It is only with a keen
eye does one spot the single splatter of blood on
the window. Whether an accidental splatter or intentional, it is a key visual element that denotes
Javed’s relation to his work. In another a couple of
butchers sit across a freshly slaughtered bull while
two young men gaze upon the scene. The voyeuristic nature of the image created is heightened by
the lack of intimacy of the imagery. There is a
sense of indifference that plagues the compilation
of components, almost as if the artist wills you to
fill the void of emotion by remembering and reconciling with the conventionality of the artwork.
The work is split into two sections. A smattering
of green leaves on the purity of the white surface
is calmingly reassuring- it is the juxtaposition of
beauty and the unpleasant sight of blood.
A bicycle parked against a brick wall, a fish seller
with his produce sit on an unmarked sidewalk,
once again Javed chooses to highlight the unremarkable. The aim seems to emanate from the
artists need to identify modern culture that has a
tendency to spread out, to build empires, to capitalize
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on as many resources as possible. A culture that seems
to be held together by power and material things, not
by people and relationships. Javed fixates on the layman, by doing so he reveres the humdrum of everyday life.
Tradition lives in close contact with its environment.
The artist through this series explores the implications
of preserving heritage through observation. Utilizing
a color scheme derived from Indo Persian miniature
and elevating the importance of its subjects, Javed’s
work is an amalgamation of contemplation and careful interpretation of the stability of tradition versus the
fascination of modernity.

Statement
As the old masters documented lives of the royal, Ahmed Javed decided to
document life in present. His fascination with tradition was so obvious that as
an alternate he decided to go backwards to move forward to find his subject
to contemporary life documentation. Javed’s work seeks out the little tradition
we follow in our everyday life, focused on traditional activities that are always
done without questioning. He seeks to document it through miniature stylization, technique and multiple perspectives based on actual environment and
people with little resemblance to it. Even the colour scheme is lifted from old
miniatures and not based on reality. He plays around with the size and perspective of certain areas, objects and figures to denote their elevated status or
importance much like in old miniature paintings. His work seeks to preserve
traditional miniature while acknowledging its existence in present context.

Biography
Born and raised in one of the most populated cities of Pakistan, Lahore, in
1992, a contemporary visual artist, Ahmed Javed, developed a keen interest in
art during his college days.
Receiving education in pre-engineering, Javed had the heart to become an artist. To fulfill his dream he joined Studio RM in Lahore to prepare himself for
admission to the prestigious National College of Arts Lahore. It was the time
that he spent there which became a turning point in his career.
In 2013, Javed was introduced to a very ancient and traditional style of painting called Mughal Miniature Painting. Within months he grasped the basic
skills and gradually began developing his own visuals.
It was his passion and determination which led him to achieve a student scholarship, win ‘The Art of Happiness Award’ sponsored by Coca Cola and get
selected for the 4th Sanat Residency in Karachi.
Javed’s work has been published in Harper’s magazine in Sage Mehta’s article
titled “Pakistan in Miniatures” and his work has also been auctioned at Paddle8 as part of 4A Centre for Contemporary Asian Art Auction. Javed’s works
have been exhibited at Alhamra Art Gallery & Zahoor ul Akhlaq Gallery in
Lahore, The High Museum of Art in Atlanta and Sanat Gallery in Karachi.
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